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Abstract
The scale at which the human race consumes data has increased exponentially in
recent years. One key part in this increase has been the usage of smart phones and
connected devices by the populous. Multi-level heterogeneous networks are the
driving force behind this mobile revolution, but these are constrained with limited
bandwidth and over-subscription. Scheduling users on these networks has become
a growing issue. In recent years grammar-guided genetic programming (G3P) has
shown its capability to evolve beyond human-competitive network schedulers.
Despite the performance of the G3P schedulers, a large margin of improvement is
demonstrated to still exist. In the pursuit of this goal we recently proposed a multilevel grammar approach to generating schedulers. The complexity of the grammar
was increased at various stages during evolution, allowing for individuals to add
more complex functions through variation operations. The goal is to evolve good
quality solutions before allowing the population to specialise more as the grammar
functionality increased in a layered learning way. In this paper the results of this
initial study are replicated, and confirmed, and it is seen that this approach improves
the quality of the evolved schedulers. However, despite the gain in performance, we
notice that the proposed approach comes with an acute sensitivity to the generation
at which the grammar complexity is increased. Therefore, we put forward a novel
seeding strategy and show that the seeding strategy mitigates the shortcomings
of the original approach. The use of the seeding strategy outperforms the original
approach in all the studied cases, and thus yields a better overall performance than
the state-of-the-art G3P generated schedulers.
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1 Introduction
Technological advancements such as The Cloud and smartphones have shifted the
amount of interactions people have with their digital world [1, 2]: people upload
personal data to ‘The Cloud’, stream music and movies, use on-line banking, etc.
This shift permitted the download and streaming of multimedia content to outrank Voice over IP applications and services in terms of data exchange [3].
The number of smartphone users is in a continuous progression and is expected
to reach a 5 billion high by 2019 [4]. While the increasing amount of data and
processing power have been dealt with through the adoption of more suitable Big
Data techniques [5], the volume of interactions with the digital world and the
criticality of the on-line services continue to stress the wireless communication
network infrastructure. This has driven network operators away from operational
cost reduction to network capacity improvement [6]. Network operators value
any gain in performance as it allows them to deliver and improve on their Quality of Service levels. Improved Quality of Service often attracts new users, thus
keeps the company relevant in what is a highly competitive trillions of dollars
industry [7].
Network operators also upgrade their infrastructure to more performing technologies [2]. While investments in new wireless technologies allow significant
performance improvements, they also lead to the heterogeneity of their infrastructure. Traditional cellular networks solely use Macro Cells (MCs) to provide
User Equipments (UEs, e.g., a smartphone, a tablet or a device that has a broadband adaptor) with a transmission capability. However, to cope with the increasing number of devices, network operators introduce Small Cells (SCs, small and
low-powered cells) to their infrastructure. SCs are often deployed in areas with
recurrent traffic hot-spots (e.g., town squares and parks) to attract clustered UEs
in their surrounding, thus mitigating the performance deficit of MCs.
However, the introduction of SCs leads to a two-tiered infrastructure known as
heterogeneous network (HetNet) which requires optimisation [8]. Besides, SCs
share the same bandwidth as MCs, which makes them more prone to interfere
with each other. In order to mitigate this interference, the 3rd Generation Partnership Project [9] has provisioned an enhanced Inter-Cell Interference Coordination
mechanism called Almost Blank Sub-frames (ABSs). During these Almost Blank
Sub-frames, MCs are muted for a defined duration, whereas SCs are allowed to
communicate with their attached UEs with no interference from MCs. Moreover,
the rapid and constant evolution of the demand and location of the users render
any non-real-time algorithm not applicable in production environments.
Our work addresses the particular problem of defining the Almost Blank
Sub-frames and scheduling the communication of UEs with their attached SCs.
The state-of-the-art for optimising the scheduling of transmissions in HetNets in a real-time fashion is a Grammar-Guided Genetic Programming algorithm (G3P [10]). G3P evolves individuals (i.e., expressions) that are then mapped
to transmission schedulers. The mapped schedulers are then deployed in a HetNet to generate transmission schedules (a matrix of Booleans which represents
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whether a UE i will communicate with its attached cell j at a given time) in a
millisecond timescale. Globally, G3P could be seen as a method for building a
millisecond transmission scheduler. While the authors achieve an important
improvement with respect to the quality of the former expert-designed state-ofthe-art scheduler (with the quality of schedulers assessed based on the fairness of
their generated schedules as shown in Sect. 2), they also showed a large potential
for further improvements as they have shown the existence of better transmission
schedules using a genetic algorithm with no execution time restriction. This large
potential is the main motivator to further their work and the premise for ours.
We have proposed in a recent work [11] to use a succession of grammars with
incremental granularities during the evolution instead of a single grammar as a
mean to improve the quality of schedules that are generated by the schedulers that
are mapped from the G3P’s evolved expressions, thus improving the overall performance of G3P. The multi-level grammar approach is based on: (1) starting with
a grammar that contains fewer terminals with the aim of guiding the optimisation
towards individuals with ‘ideal’ forms, and (2) introducing a larger and more thorough grammar after some generations with the aim of increasing the search space
and thus improving the quality of the individuals further. We have adapted the G3P
algorithm from Lynch et al. [10] to start with a small grammar, before introducing a
more thorough grammar. During the grammar update, G3P ‘ports’ the entire population that resulted from the first grammar level as an initial population to the next
grammar level.
We confirm in the current work that G3P with a multi-level grammar approach
achieves better results than with a single grammar. However, we also show that the
multi-level grammar approach using the population porting strategy is highly sensitive to the phase (i.e., generation) at which the large grammars are introduced.
Therefore, we propose an alternative that uses the multi-level grammar approach
with the seeding of the best individual at the end of every level. G3P with the multilevel grammar approach using the seeding strategy is demonstrated (1) to achieve
better results, as well as (2) to be more resilient towards the introduction phase than
using the previous population porting strategy.
The rest of this manuscript is organised as follows: Sect. 2 formally defines
the scheduling in the heterogeneous networks problem. Section 3 presents the
work related to both the scheduling in heterogeneous networks and the multi-level
grammar-based genetic programming. Section 4 presents the multi-level grammar
approach, while Sect. 5 describes the experimental design and the testbed used
throughout our evaluation. Section 6 shows the improvement that could be achieved
using the multi-level grammar instead of the unique grammar and identifies the
shortcomings of using the population porting strategy during the grammar update.
Section 7 introduces the seeding strategy and shows that it successfully covers the
shortcomings observed using the population porting strategy. Section 8 concludes
this work.
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2 Problem definition
Let us consider a heterogeneous network  which is composed of a set of cells  .
The set of cells  contains both a set of macro cells  and a set of small cells  .
Furthermore, we consider a set of user equipements  with each UE ui ∈  receivj
ing a wireless signal strength of 𝜎i from every cell cj ∈ .
2.1 Heterogeneous networks
UEs are usually greedy as they customarily attach to the cell that has the strongest
wireless signal at the UEs’ geographical location. Given that SCs are low powered
devices, only a limited number of UEs attach to SCs based on signal strength. Therefore, to increase the range at which UEs attach to SCs, the 3rd Generation Partnership Project provisioned a bias mechanism i.e., Range Expansion Bias (REB). This
mechanism enables SCs to attach UEs even beyond the area where their signal is
j
stronger than near-by MCs. This is achieved through the biasing of the signal 𝜎i of
every cell cj ∈  to a UE ui ∈  by a value 𝛽j , with 𝛽j = 0 for every cj ∈ . Hence,
every UE ui attaches to a cell cj ∈  such that:
||

cj = arg max(𝜎ik + 𝛽k )

(1)

k=1

Every cell cj ∈  attach a set of UEs j:
{
}
||
k
j = arg max(𝜎i + 𝛽k ) = cj
k=1

(2)

Definition 1 Expanded Region Ej of a SC cj ∈  is the area in which UEs would
attach to cj when using the bias 𝛽j , but the same UE would not attach to cj with no
use of bias. Therefore, a UE ui belongs to the expanded region Ej of a SC cj ∈  if
and only if:
||

cj = arg max(𝜎ik + 𝛽k )
k=1

∧

||

cj ≠ arg max(𝜎ik )
k=1

(3)

MCs and SCs use the same communication channel. This shared communication
channel exasperates the interference at the edge of the expanded regions. Therefore,
the 3rd Generation Partnership Project puts in place a time domain (i.e., a frame  ).
Each of the frames is composed of 40 sub-frames (SF) of 1ms time interval each.
Using this time domain and the Almost Blank Sub-frames mechanism, transmission
of MCs could be muted at some of the sub-frames. Muting MCs would mitigate
the interference and allow near-by SCs to communicate with UEs at their expanded
region with low disturbance. However, while UEs at the expanded regions experience a large decrease in interference when muting MCs for some SFs, UEs that are
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Fig. 1  Example of a heterogeneous network with one macro cell, one small cell, and over 20 user equipments. Part 1 shows few UEs in the reach of the SC, while the rest of UEs are attached to the MC. Therefore, clustered UEs experience high interference and poor connectivity. Part 2 shows the SC expanded
region which allows the SC to attach clustered UEs and improve their connectivity. However, this leads
to a large interference at the edge of the expanded region between the MC and the SC. Part 3 shows the
muting of MC which lowers the interference at the edge of the SC expanded region. However, reducing
the communication time of UEs attached to the MC at the same time

attached to MCs can no longer receive data from their respective cells during that
period.
Figure 1 shows a HetNet example with one MC, one SC and 21 UEs. The
upper part (i.e., part 1) shows that the SC is not powerful enough to attach the
clustered UEs. Therefore, these UEs are attached to the MC, creating a hot-spot
with a high interference and a poor connectivity. In the lower left part (i.e., part
2), the SC uses the signal bias to expand its region to reach the clustered UEs,
thus, improving the connectivity of the clustered UEs and reducing the load on
the MC. However, this creates a severe interference at the edge of the expanded
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region. The lower right part (i.e., part 3) shows the muting of the MC which mitigates drastically the interference at the edge of the SC expanded region.
2.2 Scheduling in heterogeneous networks
The downlink rate Ri is a measure (in bit per second) of the amount of data that a UE ui
f
is able to download during the SF Sf . Ri is commonly described in the literature using
Shannon’s formula [12]. The downlink rate depends on: (1) the bandwidth B, (2) the
number Nf of UEs communicating during the same SF Sf and (3) the Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio (SINR):
f

f

Ri =

B
f
× log2 (1 + SINRi )
Nf

(4)

On one hand, the high signal of MCs makes UEs attached to them experience high
Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio. Therefore, conferring UEs attached to MCs
high downlink rates whenever the MC is active (i.e., not muted) and not overloaded.
Hence, all the UEs that are attached to MCs could be scheduled for transmission during all SFs at which the MCs are active, making their scheduling trivial. On the other
hand, SCs are low powered devices, making UEs that are attached to them experience
a relatively weak signal. Additionally, UEs attached to SCs would be subject to a large
interference by MCs during their active SFs.
The bandwidth is known to be an expensive and a scarce resource, which makes it
hard to improve. However, we could aim to improve the two remaining elements: (1)
the SINR and (2) the number of transmitting UEs Nf . We could improve significantly
f
the SINRi by simply muting MCs at more sub-frames of a given frame  . Despite the
possible improvement in the signal to noise ratio, exaggerating the muting of MCs
would substantially reduce the overall downlink rate of their attached UEs as they
would not receive any data in the meantime. Additionally, the number of UEs attached
to MCs are often more numerous. Therefore degrading their connectivity and worsening significantly the overall performance of the HetNet. Similarly, we could also reduce
the number of UEs scheduled for communication at the same SF. Fewer communicating UEs would improve the downlink rate for the UEs that are scheduled for transmission. However, it would also mean that non-scheduled UEs would not be receiving any
data.
The combination of all these aspects makes scheduling transmissions in a HetNets a
non-trivial problem, requiring an autonomic scheduling system. The scheduling system
would have to define the SFs when MCs are active or muted, in addition to the scheduling of communication between UEs and their respective cells (most importantly SCs)
at each SF.
2.3 Evaluating the quality of a transmission schedule
Every UE ui ∈  experiences an average downlink rate R̄ i over all SFs of the same
frame such that:
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R
R̄ i =
| | S ∈ i
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(5)

f

Operators of HetNets commonly aspire to generate schedules that optimise
fairness of downlink rates experienced by the various UEs connected to their network [13]. This is also the aim of the state-of-the-art work [10] against which we are
comparing to in our paper. The fairness in downlink rate could be expressed as the
sum of average downlink logs (i.e., log(R̄ i )) of the various UEs:
∑
( )
Fairness =
log R̄ i
(6)
ui ∈

We assume in our work that the quality of the transmission schedules is a good
estimate for the quality of the scheduler that generated them. Therefore, we consider
that the quality of a scheduler is equal to the fairness of its generated schedules.
In our work, we aim at generating a scheduler that schedules communications
M[j][i][f] between the cells cj ∈  and UEs ui ∈ j at every sub-frame sf , while
maximising the fairness in Eq. 6 as the fitness function. The scheduler set M[j][i][f]
to 1 to allow the communication between the cell cj and the UE ui at the sub-frame
sf , or 0 otherwise. Improving the logs of average downlinks is highly affected by
UEs with low average downlink rates. At the same time, it does not reward UEs with
excessively high average downlink rates.

3 Related work
In this section, we first review the work related to the use of genetic programming
(GP) in scheduling, then we study the optimisation techniques that were brought to
scheduling in heterogeneous networks from the simple heuristic- (rule-) based ones
to the more recent evolutionary techniques like grammar-based GP. Last, we review
different works on developmental evaluation and layered learning in GP and explain
their difference with our proposed multi-level grammar approach.
3.1 Genetic programming in scheduling
There exist multiple scheduling problems that arise across various application
domains [14] such as timetabling, cloud computing and traffic control. While the
research usually explores the search space through enumeration of the solutions
using metaheuristics, these solutions are rarely applied in real production environments as they are slow and cannot perform the optimisation in a timely manner.
Jakovocic and Marasovic [15] showed the shortcomings of both enumerationbased and search-based approaches to tackle scheduling problems where the execution time is limited. The authors put forward meta-algorithms that were manually designed to handle the specific job-shop scheduling environment at hand. The
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meta-algorithms also come with priority functions that are evolved using genetic
programming techniques to operate within them. Therefore, the structure of the
solution is informed by the domain knowledge brought by the authors while designing their meta-algorithms. Whereas the genetic programming technique captures
the underlying complex mappings of statistical features to fitness functions. Branke
et al. [16] put an emphasis on the effort and care that need to be taken when designing the meta-algorithm to fit the given problem. The authors also recognise the value
of meta-algorithms and automated techniques in general given that the design of
heuristics to optimise specific problems is also a hard task.
Genetic programming has since been applied on numerous scheduling problems [17]. Nguyen et al. [17] argue that genetic programming is a powerful technique for an automated design of production scheduling heuristics. The authors
claim that in addition to outperforming many manually designed heuristics in the literature, they also discover very sophisticated ones, thus dealing with more dynamic
and more complex environments. Nguyen et al. developed a unified framework
under which they then survey and compare the literature on automating the design
of scheduling heuristics using genetic programming.
3.2 Scheduling in heterogeneous networks
The most recurrent works in the literature of scheduling in heterogeneous networks
hand-craft the algorithm design by expert agents. Most employed techniques partition UEs that are attached to SCs into two different groups [13, 18, 19] according to
sub-frames (i.e., a standardised time window) they are scheduled to communicate at:
(1) ABS sub-frames: sub-frames during which MCs are forbidden from transmitting
or (2) non-ABS sub-frames; sub-frames during which all MCs are allowed to transmit/receive data from their attached UEs.
Weber and Stanze [13] designed two different schedulers by hand: (1) strict
scheduler: where all UEs at the centre of the cell are sacrificed during all the subframes that are flagged as either ABS or protected and (2) dynamic scheduler: where
UEs at the edge of the cell are allowed to transmit/receive data regardless of the flag
of the sub-frame being ABS or non-ABS. Strict scheduler provides UEs at the edge
of cells with an improved bandwidth when having the highest channel quality, but
mutes these cells during non-ABS sub-frames. The authors showed experimentally
that a better trade-off between download rate and spectral efficiency is achieved by
the dynamic scheduler at UEs in cell edges. Pang et al. [18] put forward a distributed
scheduling method that determines through dynamic programming which UEs to
protect by ABS for a given number of frames. Their technique also finds the best
number of ABS sub-frames through an evaluation of the global system utility. Jiang
and Lei [20] model the scheduling problem as a two-player bargaining game seeking
to find a Nash equilibrium. The game is organised between ABS and Non-ABS subframes with each of them trying to attract UEs in order to transmit in a given time
interval. Lopez et al. [19] place UEs into either an overlapping queue or a non-overlapping queue according to their mean Signal to Interference and Noise Ratios. The
algorithm repeatedly identifies UEs with the lowest average Signal to Interference
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and Noise Ratio in each queue, estimates the queue sizes that would balance the
rates between the worst performing UEs, before transferring UEs between queues.
This process is repeated until a balancing of the downlinks in both queues is
achieved. The proposed heuristic improves the 5th percentile downlink by 55% for
UEs attached to small cells in comparison to the baseline. Finally, Deb et al. [21]
model the scheduling problem as a Mixed-Integer Non-Linear Program and develop
a novel algorithm to solve it with a provable guarantee of optimality. Their approach
takes into account the network traffic load, the topology, and the interference in the
Small and the Macro cell range.
Fagan et al. [22] propose a hybrid algorithm (i.e., Deep Learning Through Evolution) which combines a deep learning technique with an evolutionary algorithm.
The authors use a genetic algorithm to generate a set of optimised solutions (humancompetitive solutions). Then, they use a deep learning technique (i.e., Deep Feed
Forward Neural Network with 4 hidden layers) to learn the model underlying within
the solutions. The learned neural net allows the authors to achieve a similar performance as the genetic algorithm while only requiring almost a 100 times less execution time. Despite the performance of the learned neural network and its fast execution, the approach proposed by Fagan et al. [22] suffers from the excessive learning
time (i.e., several runs of an already expensive Genetic Algorithms, combined with
time-consuming deep neural networks).
3.3 Genetic programming for scheduling in heterogeneous networks
Genetic programming has been applied on various scheduling problems [17] from
different domains. Furthermore, genetic programming has also been used in heterogeneous networks prior to the work of Lynch et al. [10]. However, it has not been
applied specifically on the scheduling of transmissions. For instance, Ho et al. [23]
apply genetic programming in order to improve the coverage during the deployment
of femtocells1 in industrial companies. Their study represented a proof of concept
that it is possible to automatically evolve controllers for wireless networks. Hemberg
et al. [24] also aim at optimising femtocell coverage in heterogeneous networks. The
authors use a Grammatical Evolution algorithm to evolve symbolic expressions that
are then mapped to solutions that outperform humanly designed heuristics on two
out of three objectives.
There are only a limited and fairly recent number of works in the field of autonomic scheduling in heterogeneous networks which use genetic programming
techniques to design and learn interesting scheduling heuristics. Motivated by the
claims of Dempsey [25] that genetic programming methods yield robust solutions
in dynamic environments, Lynch et al. [10] are the first to apply a version of genetic
programming (i.e., a grammar-guided genetic programming) for the scheduling
in heterogeneous networks. Their technique evolves individuals (i.e., expressions)
that are then mapped to transmission schedulers. The mapped schedulers are then

1

Femtocells are small cells with only few meters in tranmission range.
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deployed in a HetNet to generate transmission schedules in a millisecond timescale.
The authors showed that their approach successfully evolves robust human-competitive schedulers. Additionally, the authors claim that their approach can automatically discover good solutions and could even tackle corner cases (i.e., finely tune
their algorithm to cities with specific HetNets that are different from the standard
ones) providing the use of an appropriate fitness function. The authors also apply a
genetic algorithm with no time restriction (at least not in a millisecond) and showed
the existence of large potential improvements. Lynch et al. [26] expand on their initial work [10] and compare two different fitness functions: (1) evaluative feedback:
the industry standard utility heuristic for downlink rates and the state-of-the-art and
(2) instructive feedback: which is obtained through an offline optimised scheduler
learned using genetic programming and acting as a semantic for evolving models.
The authors also compare two approaches for mapping trees to schedules and show
that their approach outperforms the previous industry state-of-the-art.
We have recently proposed a multi-level approach for G3P [11]. We designed multiple grammars—each with its own granularity (i.e., small, medium and full). We
showed that the two-level G3P approach (lower level: running G3P with the small
grammar for a few generations, and upper level: introducing and continuing the evolution with the full grammar) outperforms the classical G3P (i.e., with a unique grammar from the beginning to the end) on the Scheduling in HetNets. In our current work,
we extend [11] as we identify the shortcomings of the taken strategy (using all the
last population of evolved individuals at the lower level, as an initial population of
individuals in the evolution at the upper level). We also propose an alternative strategy
(i.e., seeding of the best individual from the lower level to a newly generated population in the higher level) to cope with them and evolve better scheduling expressions.
Recently, we have evaluated the use of a hierarchical grammar strategy to the multilevel G3P [27]. We start our algorithm with multiple runs of G3P with small grammars (each run with a different small grammar), before aggregating the best individuals and continuing the evolution with the full grammar. This new strategy has shown,
providing an adequate number of small grammars at the lower level, to yield better
scheduling expressions. However, this work also uses a population porting strategy.
Fenton et al. [7] also apply a genetic algorithm approach to design heuristics for
the scheduling in heterogeneous networks. However, they consider an environment
where the knowledge is partial and that the algorithm is not fully aware of the performance at each UE. The last work from Fenton et al. [2] uses genetic programming for optimising not only the scheduling in heterogeneous networks but also the
power setting and the bias selection at the small cell level, in addition to the management of the macro cells duty cycle.
3.4 Multi‑level learning
Optimisation techniques commonly use hybridisation as a multi-level strategy
to improve their results (either metaheuristics with metaheuristics [28, 29] or
metaheuristics with exact solvers [30, 31]). However, the majority of evolutionary
algorithms are monolithic. There exist few works that challenge this monolithism
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in evolutionary algorithms (and GP in particular) through various strategies. In
this part, we try to summarise the most-known amongst them in four categories:
(1) developmental evaluation, (2) layered learning, (3) transfer learning and (4) the
newly introduced multi-level grammars.
3.4.1 Developmental evaluation GP
McKay et al. [32] are the first to investigate what they called the developmental
evaluation of genetic programming. The authors propose to use a different and more
complex fitness at every generation, while simultaneously evaluating a larger part
of the tree based genotype—without modifying it in any way though. The same
authors argued in [33, 34] that it is necessary to perform the evaluation during the
development to allow the emergence of structural regularities. The authors expand
on their initial developmental evaluation and propose a new representation called
Developmental Tree Adjoining G3P (DTAG3P [34]). Their DTAG3P representation encodes tree adjoining grammar (TAG) derivation trees using L-systems. The
authors showed that their approach could improve the performance of a regular GP
on benchmark problems e.g., polynomial symbolic regression, Fourier series fitting and parity problems [35], but not on many other ones. Furthermore, despite the
improvement, DTAG3P is not directly comparable to a standard GP as it requires
more domain knowledge in the design of the developmental fitnesses.
McPhee et al. [36] also propose a developmental evaluation approach to linearGP style programs by expanding the Estimation of Distribution Algorithm (i.e.,
N-Gram GP systems) with an Incremental Fitness-based Development (IFD).
3.4.2 Layered learning GP
Layered learning is similar to developmental evaluation in the way that it creates intermediary fitness functions. The relationship between the two approaches has already
been investigated by Hoang et al. [37]. Layered learning differs from developmental
evaluation as only a few and finely designed fitness functions are used. Furthermore,
in layered learning, the evolutionary algorithm is allowed a larger computational cost
(i.e., more generations) in order to improve its fitness with regards to the given fitness
function. In other words, in layered learning, the problem is decomposed into few subproblems. GP is then applied to the sub-problems one after the other while porting the
population resulting of a sub-problem as an initial population to the next one.
Gustafson and Hsu [38] are the first to propose a layered leaning GP algorithm to
evolve agents capable of playing keep-away soccer. Their layered learning approach
allowed them to create better agents than those created by a standard GP. Moreover, their approach was also faster. Jackson and Gibbons [39] proposed a two-layered approach in order to optimise basic problems (i.e., Boolean logic, even-parity and majority) and showed that their approach outperforms a standard GP. Hien
et al. [40] combine both layered learning and incremental sampling in GP to address
a symbolic regression problem. The authors showed that their approach outperforms
the standard GP on twelve benchmark problems and is faster. Despite this improvement, the authors do not compare their approach to the basic layered approach and
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do not justify the added value of incremental sampling. Even worse, the sampling
adds extra parameters that need to be tuned. Afterwards, Hien and Nguyen [41]
extend their work to include a parameter setting technique inspired by progressive
sampling, thus coping with their hyper-parameters issue.
3.4.3 Multi‑level grammars‑guided GP
We have recently proposed a novel multi-level grammar approach to grammarguided genetic programming [11]. Unlike what has been done with the two previous approaches (i.e., developmental evaluation and layered learning GP), we do not
design multiple fitness functions, but rather design different grammar levels.
The main difference is that we do not modify the fitness functions at the different
levels. We have the same fitness function for all the grammars, thus we maintain the
shape of the fitness landscape when passing from a grammar to another.
Grammars are designed with different complexities/granularities in terms of terminals. Therefore, evolution with a less restricted grammar can only generate individuals
with a small set of functionalities (terminals). Therefore, while evolution with a small
grammar navigates the same search space as evolution with a full grammar, it can only
navigate parts of it (parts that can be navigated with the limited number of terminals).
We use a small grammar for a certain number of generations to evolve interesting
individuals in a restricted search space. Then, we add more functionality at different
grammar levels to increase the search space and allow the evolution to evolve individuals with a better fitness.
3.4.4 Transfer learning and reuse of extracted knowledge GP
While the aforementioned approaches are all embedded within a single evolutionary process, transfer learning and the reuse of extracted knowledge happen between
multiple evolutionary processes of different problems or even different domains.
Transfer learning is the application of skills and knowledge learned from a former problem domain to a novel one. While transfer learning is well-known and used
in many areas of machine learning such as image analysis, it did not attract many
works in GP [42, 43].
Dinh et al. [42] put forwards some transfer learning techniques for GP whereby they
transfer a number of good quality individuals or part of them from the known problems
to the new ones. The authors showed on two symbolic regression problems that their
methods help GP to achieve smaller training errors. The authors also showed a performance improvement over GP when dealing with validation data. Moreover, the authors
noticed that transferring individuals of a limited size reduces bloat and limits code
growth. Haslam et al. [43] investigate in more details the performance of the methods proposed by Dinh et al. [42]. More particularly, they analyse the influence of key
parameters on performance. They also study the effect of transfer learning on the evolution process. They show that transfer learning provides the GP in the new problem with
a good initial population. This allows the learning to speed up the convergence while
achieving a better performance. However, the authors acknowledge that the benefits of
transfer learning vary from a scenario to another. Iqbal et al. [44] push the boundaries
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further as they use transfer learning to help GP address the more complex problem of
classifying noisy and rotated images. The authors designed a mechanism to automatically discover, extract and reuse blocks of knowledge and information from similar
image classification problems and injecting them into the problem at hand. In their proposed approach, the selection of interesting information consists of sub-trees common
to the different problems. They showed that their solution outperforms the state-of-theart classifier while GP alone could not achieve any satisfactory performance.

4 Multi‑level grammar‑guided genetic programming
In this section, we describe both the state-of-the-art grammar-guided genetic programming algorithm for scheduling in HetNets and our multi-level grammar-guided
genetic programming approach.
4.1 State‑of‑the‑art: grammar‑guided genetic programming
Lynch et al. [10] designed a Grammar-Guided Genetic Programming algorithm for
the scheduling in HetNets. The state-of-the-art algorithm G3P is an adaptation of a
grammar-based form of GP [45] as implemented in the PonyGE 2 framework [46].
The algorithm proposed by Lynch et al. evolves an expression in a tree form. Each
evolved expression maps the Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio related statistics and attachment information of the UEs  and cells  to transmission scheduler
using Algorithm 1 which generates a binary decision for each UE per SF. The binary
decision defines whether or not to schedule the UE and allow it to transmit to its
attached cell (macro or small cell) at a given SF.
Lynch et al. [10] use a grammar in a Backus-Naur Form (BNF) to incorporate
domain knowledge to their algorithm. The authors use a grammar that is thorough in
terms of networks-related statistics, from the beginning to the end of the G3P process:
<expr> ::= <reg> | <reg> | <reg> | <Terminal>
<reg> ::= <expr><op><expr> | <expr><op><expr> | <expr><op><expr> |
<expr><op><expr> | <non-linear>(<expr>) | <non-linear>(<expr>)
<reg> ::= <expr><op><expr> | <expr><op><expr> | <expr><op><expr> |
<expr><op><expr> | <non-linear>(<expr>) | <non-linear>(<expr>)
<op> ::= + | - | * | / (protected)
<non-linear> ::= sin | log (protected) | sqrt (protected) | step
<Terminal> ::= <sign><const> | <statistic>
<sign> ::= - | +
<const> ::= 0.0 | 0.1 | 0.2 | 0.3 | 0.4 | 0.5 | 0.6 | 0.7 | 0.8 | 0.9 | 1.0
<statistic> ::= downlink | num viable | num att | airtime | congestion |
avg downlink frame | max downlink frame | min downlink frame |
avg downlink SF | max downlink SF | min downlink SF |
avg downlink cell | max downlink cell | min downlink cell
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Table 1  Description of the network communication statistics used as terminals in the grammar of the
state-of-the-art G3P
Statistic

Description

downlink

Amount of data (bit/s) that could be transferred in a unit of time
f

num_variable

log2 (1 + SINRi )

The noise is too high for a UE to communicate
f

num_att
airtime
congestion

| {SINRi ≥ 1} |f

Number of UEs that are attached to the Small Cell

|j |

Number of sub-frames at which a given UE is allowed to transmit

| {Sf ∈  | Mj [j][i][f ] = 1} |

Number of UEs transmitting at the same sub-frame

avg_downlink_frame

| { ui ∈  | M[j][i][f ] = 1} |

max_downlink_frame

Maximum downlink of a UE over all sub-frames

Average downlink of a UE over all sub-frames
f
1 ∑
log2 (1 + SINRi )

Sf ∈

f

max log2 (1 + SINRi )
Sf ∈

min_downlink_frame

Minimum downlink of a UE over all sub-frames
f

min log2 (1 + SINRi )

Sf ∈

avg_downlink_SF

Average downlink of UEs attached to a SC at a given sub-frame
f
1 ∑
log2 (1 + SINRi )

j

max_downlink_SF

ui ∈j

Maximum downlink of UEs attached to a SC at a given sub-frame
f

max log2 (1 + SINRi )

ui ∈j

min_downlink_SF

Minimum downlink of UEs attached to a SC at a given sub-frame
f

min log2 (1 + SINRi )

ui ∈j

avg_downlink_cell

Average downlink per cell of average downlink per sub-frame
�
�
f
1 ∑
1 ∑
log2 (1 + SINRi )


j

max_downlink_cell

ui ∈j

Maximum downlink per cell at any given sub-frame
�
�
∑
f
max 1
log2 (1 + SINRi )

ui ∈j

min_downlink_cell

Sf ∈

Minimum downlink per cell at any given sub-frame
�
�
∑
f
min 1
log2 (1 + SINRi )

ui ∈j
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Most production rules in the aforementioned grammar are well-known to the GP
community and are easy to understand. However, <statistic> contains terminals that
are from the communications network domain. Despite not being important for the
understating of this work, we describe briefly each of them in Table 1.
Lynch et al. [10] use Algorithm 1 to do the mapping from tree expressions to
transmission schedulers, which are then used to generate transmission schedules,
before evaluating their fitness function using Eq. 6. Their approach evaluates the
expression as many times as they have to decide whether to schedule a UE to transmit at a given sub-frame. In addition to the UE and the sub-frame, the evaluation of
the expression is joined with the current state of the network (i.e., before scheduling
the current UE). The evaluation process returns a value of interest out of which it is
decided to allow the UE to communicate or not. A UE is set scheduled to communicate providing a positive interest and an ability to communicate (i.e., noise is not
too large).
Note that the fitness of each individual (i.e., expression) that is evolved by G3P is
computed as the Fairness (Eq. 6) of the transmission schedules that are obtained by
the scheduler that they map to using Algorithm 1.

Parameters : E: Expression
input
: C: Cells, U : UEs
output
: M : Schedule Matrix
for cj ∈ S do
M [j] ← zeros(|Aj | × |F |) // define a matrix of ‘not scheduled’
for Sf ∈ F do
for ui ∈ Aj do
interest ← evaluate(E, M [j], i, f, C, U ) // evaluate expression for ui
in f with current Schedule M
if interest > 0 and SINRfi ≥ 1 then
M [j][i][f ] ← 1 // set as ‘scheduled’
end
end
end
end
return N ;

Algorithm 1: Mapping of a tree expression to a transmission schedule.

4.2 Multi‑level grammar approach
In our multi-level grammar approach, we also keep the full and more thorough
grammar (i.e., F: full) that was defined by the state-of-the-art. Moreover, we define
two new grammars (i.e., S: small and M: medium) through the modification of the
two production rules which contain only terminals (i.e., <const> and <statistic>).
The two grammars are created by restricting and increasing the list of available terminals at each grammar in an incremental fashion, so that S is included in M and M
is included in F.
In the small grammar S, we restrict and reduce the number of terminals to the
minimum. We only keep a small list of well-spread constants (i.e., 0, 0.5 and 1). We
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also only keep a selection of the most critical communications network statistics.
The downlink is what we aim to optimise through our work. On the other hand,
improving the min_downlink_frame is likely to drive the smallest downlinks up, and
thus lead to an improvement in fairness (i.e., improve the fitness function).
<const> ::= 0.0 | 0.5 | 1.0
<statistic> ::= downlink | min downlink frame

We also define the medium grammar through an increment of six terminals to
the <const> and <statistic> production rules from the previously defined small
grammar. We add four constants (two signs × two constants) that are spread in a
dichotomic way to the <const> production rule. We also add to the <statistic> production rule two communications network statistics (i.e., max_downlink_frame and
min_downlink_cell) that are also closely related to the downlink.
<const> ::= 0.0 | 0.3 | 0.5 | 0.8 | 1.0
<statistic> ::= downlink | min downlink frame | max downlink frame |
min downlink cell

In conjunction with the definition of the three grammars (i.e., S, M and F), we
extend the state-of-the-art G3P algorithm, by making it capable of taking one grammar at the start of the experiment and dynamically updating its grammar to more
complex ones (e.g., from S to M, M to F, or S to F). All individuals obtained using
a given grammar are ported as an initial population [47] to G3P using the following grammar. We do not require any modification in the representation of the individuals when updating the grammar as they are represented in a tree form and the
grammars are included within each other. This means that an individual has both the
same representation and interpretation (in terms of schedule) both before and after
changing the grammar. Given that we do not modify the fitness function during the
evolution, the individuals also have the same fitness before and after updating the
grammar. Therefore, the multi-level grammar approach does not add any computational cost to the regular G3P algorithm (with the exception of the computationally
cheap grammar substitution).
Note that we do not update any of the evolutionary parameters (e.g., mutation
rate, crossover rate, etc.) while modifying the grammar. We take this decision in
order to avoid any impact that changing the values of these parameters could have.
Thus, we only leave one varying element at a time (i.e., either the grammar or
the number of individuals that are kept for the evolution after introducing a new
grammar).
Figure 2 shows an example of the multi-level grammar approach with a population porting strategy. G3P randomly generates an initial population using the
small grammar S. The initial population is then evolved using that same grammar
for a certain number of generations to obtain the last population with S. Then, G3P
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Fig. 2  Example of the multi-level grammar approach with the population porting strategy. G3P generates
individuals using the grammar S and evolves them for a few generations using that same grammar. Then,
G3P takes the population that resulted from the evolution with S and evolves it further using the grammar F

substitutes the grammar from S to F. However, instead of generating a new population, the last population with S is used as an initial population with F without any
modification. Last, G3P evolves its population using the grammar F to obtain a last
population (in this case, the last population for the entire evolution process).

5 Experiment design
In this section, we briefly describe the dataset and the setup we use to perform our
experiment. Furthermore, we describe the statistical test that we use to assess the
significance of our evaluations.
5.1 Dataset
We use in our experiment three scenarios corresponding to three different simulated
HetNets which were generated following the same process as in [10, 26]. All three
scenarios cover the same geographical area that encompasses the 3.61 km2 of Dublin
city centre shown in Fig. 3. MCs are placed on a grid by network operators, while
SCs are typically deployed in an ad-hoc fashion to serve hotspots. Therefore, we
arrange MCs in a hexagonal pattern and we randomly scattered SCs on the map.
We also randomly place UEs on the map in the simulated HetNets. Note that in
our simulations, UEs occupy static positions and transmit whenever they are scheduled. While this assumption might not be realistic for long simulations, it is accurate
enough given the millisecond time-frame at which our algorithms must work (our
algorithms have to create a transmission schedule that is best for the current environment in milliseconds).
All the HetNets have exactly 21 MCs that are distributed in a hexagonal pattern.
However, they contain a different number of SCs each. The first HetNet has 21 SCs
and is the scenario with the smallest density (1 SC per MC on average). The second
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Fig. 3  The 3.61 km2 area of Dublin city centre that is covered in our experiment. Streets and town
squares are in white. Buildings are sketched boxes. Green parks are in green and water points are in light
blue (Color figure online)

HetNet has 63 SCs and is three times denser than the previous HetNet (3 SCs per
MC on average). The third and last HetNet has 105 SCs and is the densest amongst
the different HetNets (5 SCs per MC on average). Moreover, the three scenarios similarly scatter 1250 UEs in the covered geographical area and attach each of them to
the cell with the largest signal strength plus bias at their location (i.e., either MCs or
SCs).
Note that all MCs, SCs and UEs are statically placed on the used map of Dublin
city. Furthermore, the signal strength and noise that are experienced by UEs, while
being realistic (dependent of the environment), are not stochastic. This enables us to
analytically evaluate the fitness of an evolved expression.
5.2 Setup
We use in our experiment the state-of-the-art G3P algorithm that is put at our disposal by its authors. Furthermore, we define the various evolutionary parameters
in the same way as in [11]. We set the size of the population to 100 and run the
algorithm for 100 generations. Moreover, we generate the initial population of individuals with a maximum tree depth of 20, using the ramped half–half (RHH [48])
algorithm. We use the sub-tree crossover with a probability 0.7 and undergo a subtree mutation once for every individual. We set all the other parameters as shown in
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Table 2  Evolutionary
parameters used for both the
state-of-the-art G3P and the
multi-level G3P

263

Initialisation

Ramped half–half

Max initial tree depth

20

Overall max tree depth

20

Population size

100

Number of generations

100

Selection

Tournament

Tournament size

10% of population

Replacement

Generational with elites

Elite size

1% of population

Crossover type

Sub-tree with a 70% probability

Mutation type

Sub-tree once per individual

Number of runs

100

Table 2. Additionally, we repeat every experiment 100 times to minimise the effect
of randomness.
5.3 Significance
The inspection of the results obtained from each of our algorithms over the multiple runs (i.e., in our case, 100 runs) do not follow a normal distribution (assessed
using the Shapiro-Wilk normality test [49]) and do not have a homogeneous variance (assessed using Levene’s test of homogeneity of variances [50]) in most cases.
Therefore, we perform a statistical significance test using a non-parametric test: the
two-tailed Mann–Whitney U test (MWU). MWU is given the different performance
values (best fitness) achieved by two algorithms at a time from each run for a particular experiment case. MWU returns the p value that one of the algorithms obtains
different values than the other. We also consider the standard Bonferroni adjustment [51] in order to reduce threats of having type I errors (rejecting a true null
hypothesis incorrectly in case of multiple comparisons). Therefore, we consider that
our tests are significant when their p value is below 5%.
Furthermore, we measure the substantive significance using Cohen’s d Effect
Size [52] between two given sets of performance values. The Effect Size refers to the
magnitude of the difference between the two sets, which corresponds to the difference between their mean outcomes. As general guidelines, the effect size is considered
small, medium and large when its value is respectively larger than 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8.

6 Multi‑level grammar through population porting
In this section, we would like to confirm that using the multi-level grammar
approach with the population porting strategy could improve the performance of the
grammar-guided GP algorithm. Furthermore, we investigate the sensitivity of the
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approach to the phase at which grammars are introduced, before delving into the
reasons that lead to this sensitivity.
6.1 Performance of the multi‑level grammar approach with population porting
In order to show the relevance of combining different grammars, we compare 6
grammar configurations on the three instances (21 SCs, 63 SCs, and 105 SCs). We
designed 6 different grammar configurations:
S: use the small grammar from the beginning to the end.
M: use the medium grammar from the beginning to the end.
F: use the full grammar from the beginning to the end.
S10M: start with S and introduce M at generation 10.
S10F: start with S and introduce F at generation 10.
S10M20F: start with S and introduce M and F at generations 10 and 20, respectively.
• M10F: start with M and introduce F at generation 10.
•
•
•
•
•
•

In the configurations which use a succession of grammars (i.e., S10M, S10F,
S10M20F and M10F), the entire population that is obtained from the evolution process using the small grammar is ‘ported’ as an initial population to the evolution
with the larger grammar when performing the update of the grammar.
Figure 4 shows the evolution per generation of the best fitness on each instance,
obtained by G3P when using the different grammar configurations (results are averaged over 100 runs).
We see from Fig. 4 that the algorithm G3P improves the best fitness function in
all instances with each of the grammar configurations it is applied with (G3P constantly improves its initial best performance). We also see that limiting the number of generations to 100 does not seem to allow to achieve a full convergence for
the various algorithms. Therefore, increasing the number of generations is likely to
yield a better overall performance—but necessitates a larger computational cost.
We see that starting with the small grammar and introducing the full grammar
at generation 10 (i.e., S10F) achieves the best results in all instances. This shows
clearly the importance of using a multi-level grammar strategy rather than a full one
from the beginning to the end. This behaviour is somewhat surprising when we look
at the shape of the curve. S10F starts to converge to the worst results around generation 10, before drastically improving its performance and outperforming all the
other configurations. This indicates that the algorithm takes advantage of the small
grammar to evolve individuals that are not interesting from the fitness point of view,
but that are interesting to the evolutionary process. S10F is followed by the configuration which uses only the full grammar (i.e., F) and indicates that while not being
the most performing configuration, F achieves good results nonetheless. While S10F
outperforms slightly F on the instance 21 SCs, the margin increases on 63 SCs and
105 SCs.
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Fig. 4  Mean over 100 runs of the evolution of the best fitness obtained by G3P on the different instances
(i.e., 21, 63 and 105 SCs) using various grammar configurations (i.e., S, M, F, S10M, S10F, S10M20F
and M10F)

Starting with the medium grammar and introducing the full one at generation
10 (i.e., M10F) has a quasi-similar behaviour as F. This shows that starting and
using the medium grammar for 10 generations does not help the optimisation as
much as with the small grammar. We should note that using M for the first 10
generations does not act as a handicap either. Unlike, in generation 10 of S10F,
we do not see any inflection point. This could be explained by either (1) the early
introduction of the full grammar, or (2) the medium grammar is large enough to
cover the lack of elements from the full grammar. However, looking at the curve
with only the medium grammar, we see that using M alone achieves way worse
results than F. This allows as to discard the first hypothesis and confirm that the
lack of inflection point in M10F is likely due to the early introduction of the full
grammar. Therefore, if we increase the phase at which the grammar F is introduced (e.g., M20F or M30F) we are likely to start noticing that inflection point as
well.
Starting with the small grammar and using the medium instead of the of the full
one at generation 10 (i.e., S10M) does not perform as well as S10F. S10M performs
actually worse than M alone. In addition to the fact that M is not broad enough as a
grammar to allow a convergence to good individuals, the configuration S10M suffers as well from the time/computation wasted using the small grammar. Despite
having the same inflection point as S10F, the improvement that is obtained after
introducing the medium grammar is not as intense as with the full grammar.
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Table 3  Mean, min, max and standard deviation over 100 runs of the best fitness obtained by G3P when
using different grammar configurations (i.e., S, M, F, S10M, S10F, S10M20F and M10F). In addition, we
include the p value (Mann–Whitney U test with Bonferroni adjustment) and the effect size in comparison
to the results obtained against G3P with the grammar F. We put in bold the best mean, min, max, significant p values and positive medium/large effect sizes (i.e., larger than 0.5)
Instance Metric

S

M

F

S10F

S10M20F M10F

21 SCs

Mean

232.334

232.673

232.957 232.609

Min

232.007

232.658

232.995

232.837

232.937

232.868

232.414

Max

232.401

232.695

232.392

233.040 232.693

233.102

233.127

Sd

0.0516

0.0093

0.0509

0.0712

0.0627

0.1621

Effect size − 12.044

− 8.374

–

− 5.206

− 0.155

320.200

320.986

321.334 320.888

0.647

− 0.844

Mean

321.296

Min

320.037

320.934

321.206 320.416

320.428

320.610

Max

320.290

321.031

321.467 321.033

321.238

321.211

Sd

0.053

0.026

0.075

p value
63 SCs

p value

232.880 232.208

3.22E−25 4.36E−20 –

3.22E−25 4.36E−20 –

Effect size − 18.807

S10M

0.118

0.131

0.267

− 4.103

0.971

− 0.525

− 0.162

619.708

619.661

619.760

618.009

618.326

0.270

3.98E−25 4.73E−05 1.25E−02 1.00E+00

–

619.799 619.080

Min

617.314

619.179

619.537 618.237

Max

617.635

619.382

620.107 619.370

Sd

0.038

0.058

0.160

− 4.634

–

Effect size − 24.688

321.691

321.675

619.273

4.94E−25 4.36E−20 –

321.443

321.681

− 6.542

p value

0.1447

2.90E−25 3.10E−03 3.80E−06 1.00E+00

617.583

105 SCs Mean

233.184

620.101

620.598

620.557

0.241

0.244

0.531

− 3.220

1.400

− 0.297

620.718
0.530

3.58E−25 1.93E−09 4.60E−01 1.00E+00
− 0.086

The three-level grammar S10M20F shares the same behaviour as S10M until
generation 20 with an inflection point at generation 10 and a small improvement
of the fitness after the introduction of M. Introducing F at generation 20 compensates for the weakness of M. However, given the time/computation wasted with M,
S10M20F is not able to catch up with the performance of S10F. While S10M20F
does not achieve the best results, it shows little sign of convergence and seems likely
to continue its improvement with more generations.
Looking at the individual grammar configurations (i.e., S, M and F), we see that
S achieves the worst results, M achieves average results and only F allows achieving
a good performance. This clearly indicates that most terminals in F that are not in M
are necessary for a better performance despite not being the most important for the
practitioners. Therefore, as a rule of thumb, we can say that having the full grammar
at the end of the grammar configuration is mandatory for achieving a good performance—without guaranteeing a good performance though (we do not achieve the
best results with the grammar configuration S10M20F). This also applies to M and
S: given that M converges to better individuals than S, we can say that most terminals in M that are not in S are necessary for a better performance.
Table 3 shows the mean, min, max and standard deviation over 100 runs of the
best fitness function on the different instances, achieved by G3P when using the
aforementioned grammar configurations. It also includes the p value and Effect Size
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Fig. 5  Violin plot of the best fitness achieved by G3P with the various grammar configurations over the
different 100 runs

when comparing every approach against G3P with the grammar configuration F. All
G3P algorithms which run multi-level grammar configurations use the population
porting strategy when updating the grammar.
Table 3 confirms results that were observed in Fig. 4 as it shows that using G3P
with the grammar configuration S10F achieves the best mean results in all instances.
In addition, Table 3 consolidates these results as it demonstrates that G3P achieves
statistically better results when using S10F rather than F alone, with an Effect Size
that is always larger than 0.5 (medium on 21 SCs, and large on 63 and 105 SCs).
Unlike the mean results, G3P with M10F achieves the best max fitness function
in all instances. Furthermore, looking at Fig. 5 which show a violin plot of best fitness functions obtained by G3P with each grammar configuration over the 100 runs,
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we see a non-marginal density of solutions with M10F close to the max result with
that same grammar configuration. This seems to indicate that the fact that M10F
achieves the maximum best fitness over the 10 runs is not the effect of an outlier
run. Therefore, in a situation where it is allowed multiple runs, the user might favour
M10F as M10F managed to find the individual with the best fitness in all scenarios
when run 100 times. Regarding the min results, we do not see a clear winner. G3P
achieves two times out of three the best min results using S10F, while achieving
one time out of three the best min results using F. Despite not being as important
as mean results, min results can be important as a measure to lower regret when
the user is only allowed one run and wants to have a ‘guarantee’ on the minimum
performance.
When it comes to the standard deviation, we see rather high values with respect
to the difference in mean values. We notice a tendency for S and M to have the lowest standard deviation which could be explained by the smaller search space due
to the restricted grammars. We also see an average standard deviation in case of F,
S10M and S10F. The largest standard deviations are observed with S10M20F and
M10F which we believe is due to the lack of convergence in their populations.
As a summary, we can say that there is a multi-level grammar that is beneficial
in most scenarios. In particular, the two-level grammar which starts with the small
grammar before introducing the full one at generation 10 is the grammar configuration that outperforms the use of a single grammar in our case.
6.2 Sensitivity of the approach to the introduction phase
After showing that G3P with the multi-level grammar approach can statistically outperform G3P with a single grammar, using the two-level grammar S10F particularly
showed significantly better mean results than F in all instances. We seek in this section to analyse the degree to which the results are sensitive to the introduction phase
of the full grammar. In other words, we study how do results vary when modifying
the generation at which we change from the small to the full grammar.
To this end, we design 6 configurations SxF with x ∈ {1, 5, 10, 20, 30 and 50}
which all start with the small grammar and introduce the full grammar at a given
generation while porting the entire population. We, therefore, compare G3P on the
different instances (i.e., 21, 63 and 105 SCs) using the following grammar configurations: S1F, S5F, S10F, S20F, S30F and S50F. Note that while we choose to study
the sensitivity of SxF, the same process could have been performed on MxF (M10F
achieves best max results). Choosing SxF is based on the fact that S10F achieves
statistically best mean results, which ‘ensures’ a good quality of results with a lesser
regret for its users.
Figure 6 shows the evolution of the best fitness obtained by G3P on the different
instances (i.e., 21, 63 and 105 SCs) starting with the small grammar S and introducing the full one F at various generations (i.e., 1, 5, 10, 20, 30 and 50). Results are
averaged over 100 runs. G3P uses the population porting strategy when changing
the grammar from the small to the full one.
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Fig. 6  Mean over 100 runs of the evolution of the best fitness obtained by G3P on the different instances
(i.e., 21, 63 and 105 SCs) starting with the small grammar S and introducing the full one F at various
generations (i.e., 1, 5, 10, 20, 30 and 50) with the population porting strategy

We see in Fig. 6 a similar trend as in Fig. 4 whereby the G3P algorithm
improves the best fitness function in all instances with all the grammar introduction phases it is applied with. We also see that limiting the number of generations to 100 does not seem to allow to achieve a full convergence for the various
algorithms and increasing this parameter is likely to yield a better overall performance. We notice that S10F is the only multi-level grammar configuration which
clearly outperforms F. The second best result is obtained when introducing F at
generation 5 (i.e., S5F) and it already has mixed results in comparison to F: while
G3P achieves slightly better results with S5F than with F on 63 and 105 SCs,
G3P achieves worse results on 21 SCs with S5F than with F.
We clearly see that the rest of the introduction phases (i.e., 1, 20, 30 and
50) are performing poorly. Introducing the full grammar after generation 1 acts
mostly as a handicap where the initiation population is generated using a limited
number of terminals and is not evolved using that grammar to find interesting
individuals (thus losing the advantage of using a multi-level grammar approach).
When it comes to introduction phases strictly larger than 10 (i.e., 20, 30 and 50),
we see a clear trend whereby the more the introduction of the full grammar is
delayed the worse are the results. This could be explained by either: (1) the introduction phase is too late to allow G3P to achieve good results or (2) the populations that result from the small grammar are too converged leading G3P to waste
too much computation to introduce diversity after introducing the full grammar.
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Table 4  Mean, min, max and standard deviation (Sd) over 100 runs of the best fitness obtained by G3P
when starting with S and introducing F at different generations (i.e., 1, 5, 10, 20, 30 and 50) with a population porting strategy. We also include the significance test p value (Mann–Whitney U test with Bonferroni adjustment) and the effect size for each grammar configuration against F. We put in bold the best
mean, min, max, significant p values, and positive medium/large effect sizes (i.e., larger than 0.5)
Instance Metric

F

21 SCs

232.957 232.862

Mean
Min
Max

232.880 232.700

S5F

S10F

S20F

S30F

S50F

232.898

232.995

232.925

232.793

232.726

233.102

232.811

232.685

232.598

233.037

232.912

232.845

0.063

0.067

0.068

0.079

0.647

− 0.539

− 2.687

− 3.455

321.238

321.216

321.051

320.984

321.029

320.799

320.719

321.445

321.208

321.165

0.131

0.121

0.124

0.120

0.971

− 1.158

− 2.726

− 3.457

619.708

619.650

619.473

619.047

619.246

619.009

617.882

620.040

619.889

619.522

0.244

0.214

0.253

0.367

1.400

− 0.780

− 1.524

− 2.626

232.756

233.040 232.977

233.010

Sd

0.051

0.077

0.072

p value

–

Effect size –
63 SCs

S1F

1.52E−08 2.33E−04 3.10E−03 4.44E−02 5.62E−16 2.47E−17
− 1.434

− 0.937

Mean

321.334 321.202

321.364

Min

321.206 320.941

321.169

Max

321.467 321.379

321.556

Sd

0.075

0.123

0.117

p value

–

− 1.281

0.302

Effect size –
105 SCs Mean

321.443

321.681

2.32E−07 8.20E−01 4.73E−05 1.12E−05 3.55E−17 2.47E−17

619.799 619.426

619.880

Min

619.537 618.967

619.514

Max

620.107 619.833

620.380

Sd

0.160

0.234

0.263

p value

–

− 1.842

0.366

Effect size –

232.868

620.101

620.598

2.60E−11 8.99E−01 1.93E−09 1.44E−03 1.52E−08 2.47E−17

This is what we will study below by analysing what happens to the populations
when introducing the full grammar at different generations.
Before moving to the population analysis, we report in Table 4 the mean, min,
max and standard deviation of the performance achieved by G3P when starting
with the small grammar and introducing the full one at various generations (i.e.,
1, 5, 10, 20, 30 and 50). We also include the p value and Effect Size when comparing every approach against G3P with the grammar configuration F.
Table 4 confirms what we noticed in Fig. 6 and shows that S1F, S20F, S30F and
S50F are significantly worse than F in all instances, with Effect Sizes that are either
medium (2 out of 12 cases) or large (10 out of 12 cases). It also shows that in addition to S5F being significantly worse than F on 21 SCs with a large Effect Size, it
is not even statistically better on 105 SCs. Therefore, an analysis of what makes the
two-level approach with the population porting strategy so sensitive to the phase at
which the full grammar is introduced is needed.
6.3 Analysing reasons of the sensitivity to the introduction phase
We would like to analyse what makes G3P with the two-level grammar using the
population porting strategy so sensitive to the phase at which the full grammar is
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introduced. Therefore, we plot the fitness function of each individual in the population at each generation from the run with the median best fitness and study both their
performance and diversity.
Figure 7 shows the fitness of every individual at each generation extracted from
the run with the median best fitness, with G3P starting by the small grammar and
introducing the full grammar at various introduction phases (i.e., 1, 5, 10, 20, 30 and
50).
We see in the top row of Fig. 7 the fitness of individuals when starting G3P with
the small grammar and introducing the full one at the first generation without allowing much evolution with the small grammar. We notice that the fitness of the initial
population is relatively well-spread. However, we see a period of fast convergence of
the population following the introduction of the full grammar (until generation 20,
10 and 10 for instances 21, 63 and 105 SCs respectively). We clearly see that G3P
loses in the diversity of the population during that period and uses several generations to bring it to a level that it will then keep until the end of the evolution. We
also see that the algorithm has a marginal improvement of the best performance during the period of low diversity, while the performance spikes when the diversity is
brought to the desired level.
We see in the second and third rows of Fig. 7 the fitness of individuals when
starting G3P with the small grammar and introducing the full one at the generations
5 and 10 respectively. We see that with the exception of S5F on 105 SCs, the populations do not converge too much and keep a decent level of diversity allowing G3P
to either maintain or easily increase the diversity (e.g., such as in S10F on 21 SCs)
to a ‘suitable’ level.
Figures in row four correspond to the introduction of the full grammar in generation 20. In these figures, we see a regular distribution from the beginning to the
end of the evolution. we also see a continual improvement of the best fitness. These
two elements let us think that, in this particular context, the late introduction of the
full grammar is the main reason for the poor performance of G3P using the S20F
grammar configuration and a larger number of generation might improve the results.
Another issue that we notice is that the improvement of the best performance does
not happen directly after the introduction of the full grammar at generation 20, but
in a slightly delayed generation (around generation 25). This exhibits a weakness of
the population porting strategy to introduce new terminals from the new grammar in
a fast pace.
The last two rows of Fig. 7 correspond to the introduction of the full grammar at
generations 30 and 50 respectively. We see a similar behaviour as in row four (introducing the full grammar at generation 20) as the improvement of the best fitness
does not appear directly after the introduction of the full grammar. This is mainly
due to the time it takes for G3P to introduce new terminals from the full grammar to
the population. This is also due, in some cases, to the lack of diversity in the population (e.g., S30F and S50F on 105 SCs) that is exacerbated by multiple generations
using the small grammar.
Figure 8 shows the evolution of the diversity (measured as the distance between
the best fitness and average fitness) in the population of every generation of G3P
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Fig. 7  Fitness of every individual at each generation from the median run, with G3P starting with the ▸
small grammar and introducing the full grammar at various introduction phases (i.e., 1, 5, 10, 20, 30 and
50) using the population porting strategy

with the various grammar configurations on the different instances (i.e., 21, 63 and
105 SCs). Results are averaged over 100 runs.
We see in Fig. 8 a similar trend as with Fig. 7. The initial populations that are
generated with each grammar configuration are of a high diversity. Although, the
initial populations generated with the grammar S are slightly more diverse than
those with the grammar F. We see that, with all the grammar configurations, the
diversity drops drastically after the first generation of G3P. However, the diversity
with the grammar configuration F seems to stabilise at a descent level afterwards.
In the contrary, the diversity with the two-level grammars drop further than with the
grammar configuration F, before increasing to reach its level in later generations.
We notice three trends with the two-level grammar configurations. The first trend
is with S1F where the diversity drop at the first generation and increases directly
afterwards. However, it takes G3P with S1F several generations to level the diversity
with the grammar configuration F. The second trend is with the grammar configurations S5F, S10F and S20F where the diversity drops even further after few generations (from generation 1 to the generation at which the grammar F is introduced).
However, the diversity with these grammar configurations levels the diversity with
the grammar configuration F quickly (in few generations after the introduction of
the grammar F). The last trend we see is with the grammar configurations S30F and
S50F. After a diversity drop at the first generation, this drop continues even further
until the introduction of the grammar F. Unlike with S5F, S10F and S20F, after the
introduction of grammar F, the diversity takes longer to reach the level of diversity
with the grammar configuration F.
As a summary, we can say that starting with S and introducing F at a later generation with population porting is highly sensitive to the generation at which the
grammar is updated. When introducing the full grammar at early generations, we
take the risk of lacking diversity in the population. Whereas, when introducing the
full grammar at a later generation, we take the risk of lack of execution budget, lack
of diversity / convergence of the population, and slow introduction of new terminals
from the full grammar into the population.

7 Multi‑level grammar through seeding
In the previous multi-level grammar approach, we were ‘porting’ the entire population when performing the grammar update. We saw that it leads to an undesirable evolutionary behaviour. The population that follows the introduction of the new
grammar either lacks diversity or spends many generations to introduce new terminals instead of using this computational power to improve the performance.
In this section, we replace the population porting strategy with the seeding strategy, whereby only the best individual obtained from the small grammar is kept, and
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Fig. 8  The evolution of the diversity (measured as the distance between the best fitness and average fitness) in the population of every generation of G3P with the various grammar configurations on the different instances (i.e., 21, 63 and 105 SCs). Results are averaged over 100 runs

Fig. 9  Example of the multi-level grammar approach with the seeding strategy. G3P generates individuals using the grammar S and evolves them for a few generations using that same grammar. Next, G3P
takes the best individual that resulted from the evolution with S and generates the remaining individuals
to fill a population using the grammar F. The G3P evolves this population using the grammar F for the
remaining generations

the rest of the population is generated randomly using the Ramped Half-Half technique on the full grammar. The seeding approach makes the multi-level approach act
in a similar way as the transfer learning approach. However, the transfer is within
the same evolutionary process (in the same evolutionary run) and corresponds to a
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knowledge that is learned on the same problem. The seeding approach could also
be seen as an extinction event that would enhance the diversity in the search process [53] while keeping the elite (though we only keep one elite individual in this
work).
Figure 9 shows an example of the multi-level grammar approach where the population porting strategy is replaced with the seeding one. Unlike in the population
porting, the population that resulted of the evolution with the small grammar S is
not used as an initial population to the evolution with the full grammar F. Instead,
only the best individual from S is selected and injected (seeded) to a randomly generated initial population with F.
We expect that the randomly generated individuals using the full grammar will
bring the diversity to an adequate level, while at the same time, introducing individuals with terminals from the new grammar immediately after the grammar modification. Therefore, the seeding strategy seems to cope with the shortcomings of the
population porting strategy that was used earlier. We anticipate that the new randomly generated individuals to be of a rather poor quality in terms of fitness. However, we believe that the individual that will be kept from the previous grammar as a
seed would act as an attractor and a driver for the improvement of the new population. Additionally, randomly regenerating an entire population has a computational
cost. This process consumes an entire generation (minus one individual). However,
we believe that wasting one generation would still have a smaller impact on the evolution than the numerous generations wasted by the population porting strategy.
7.1 Comparing the seeding and the population porting strategies
Figure 10 shows the evolution of the best fitness over generations on the different
instances (i.e., 21, 63 and 105 SCs) with G3P starting with the small grammar and
introducing the full one at different phases (i.e., generations 1, 5, 10, 20, 30 and
50). Results are averaged over 100 runs. In each of the 18 cases in Fig. 10 which
combine the grammar configuration and the instance, we plot the results obtained
when using either the population porting or the seeding strategy. We also plot results
obtained using the full grammar for reference.
The first thing we notice from Fig. 10 is that similarly to the population porting
strategy, G3P successfully improves the performance when using the seeding strategy with all the grammar configurations and in all instances.
We also see that while the seeding strategy starts with the same performance as
the population porting one from the initial generation until the generation at which
the full grammar is introduced, the seeding achieves a better performance than the
population porting in all the 18 studied cases (grammar configuration by instance).
This is a clear indication that the seeding strategy is the element which leads to this
improvement. The seeding strategy achieves a slight improvement over the population porting strategy when using the grammar configurations S5F and S10F. However, the improvement is larger when it comes to other grammar configurations. It
also seems to be more important the later the full grammar is introduced. In other
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Fig. 10  Mean over 100 runs of the evolution of the best fitness obtained by G3P using both the popula- ▸
tion porting and the seeding strategies on the different instances (i.e., 21, 63 and 105 SCs) starting with
the small grammar S and introducing the full one F at various generations (i.e., 1, 5, 10, 20, 30 and 50).
Results obtained with G3P using the full grammar configuration are also shown for comparison

words, seeding outperforms population porting more on S30F than on S20F, and
more on S50F than on S30F.
When comparing results obtained using the seeding strategy to those obtained
with full grammar configuration, we see that with the exception of two cases with
S50F (i.e., 21 and 63 SCs), seeding achieves either similar or better results in all
the other 16 cases. Among these 16 cases, seeding achieves similar results than the
full grammar configuration on 7 cases, while significantly outperforming it on the 9
other cases. This is a significant improvement from the population porting strategy
which only achieves similar or better results than the full grammar configuration in 7
cases (i.e., 5 similar and 2 better results), and worse results on 11 cases.
We see that the seeding is an efficient way to improve results of the two-level
grammar especially on S1F, S20F and S30 where the population porting strategy
achieved worse results than the full grammar, whereas using the seeding strategy allows those two-level grammars to equalise or outperform the full one in all
instances. We see that in the two latter grammar configurations (i.e., S20F and
S30F), the seeding improves on the full grammar, whereas in S1F, it only equalises
it as the initial population is regenerated at generation one without seeding any interesting individual.
After examining the evolution of the population for the median run of G3P with
the seeding approach when starting with S and introducing F at the aforementioned
phases, we notice that the seeding approach quickly introduces a desired diversity
to the population after the grammar update. At the same time, the seeding strategy
shortens the time wasted by the approach as it starts improving the best fitness only
a few generations after introducing the new grammar, which indicates a fast introduction of the new terminals.
Table 5 shows the mean, min, max and standard deviation obtained by G3P using
either the grammar configuration F or by starting with the small grammar and introducing the full one at various generations (i.e., 1, 5, 10, 20, 30 and 50) with both
population porting and seeding strategies on the different instances (i.e., 21, 63 and
105 SCs). Table 5 also includes the p value significance test (computed using the
Mann–Whitney U test with Bonferroni adjustment) and the substantive significance
(using Cohen’s d Effect Size) between the seeding strategy and either of the two
other techniques (i.e., F or population porting) in each of the 18 scenarios (grammar configuration by instance). It shows in bold the best result between the different strategies in each scenario in addition to the significant p values and positive
medium/large Effect Sizes (i.e., larger than 0.5).
Table 5 confirms the supremacy of the seeding strategy over the population porting one as it shows that the seeding strategy achieves statistically better mean results
than the population porting strategy in 12 out of 18 scenarios (only 6 cases out of
18 where results are not statistically significant), with an effect that is medium (3
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S10F

S5F

4.08E−08

1.406

Effect size

p value

233.040

0.051

Max

Sd

232.957

232.880

Mean

Min

4.50E−01

0.314

p value

Effect size

233.040

0.051

Max

232.957

232.880

Sd

Min

Mean

1.00E+00

− 0.051

p value

Effect size

5.42E−06

1.42E−02

0.586

0.063

233.102

232.868

232.995

1.142

0.072

233.010

232.756

232.898

1.272

4.40E−07

232.977

0.077

233.029

–

–

0.051

233.116

232.931

–

–

0.060

233.071

232.874

232.975

–
–

2.82E−02

1.335

0.075

321.467

321.206

321.334

7.03E−01

0.548

0.075

321.467

321.334

321.206

0.001

1.81E−03

321.467

0.065

0.075

233.055

233.040

0.051

Max

Sd

321.206

321.334

232.837

232.954

232.862

232.700

232.957

232.880

Mean

Min

S1F

F

Porting

F

Seeding

63SCs

21SCs

Function

Grammar

0.333

8.97E−07

0.131

321.681

321.443

321.238

0.238

1.43E−01

0.117

321.556

321.169

321.364

1.00E+00

0.915

0.123

321.379

320.941

321.202

Porting

321.394

321.489

–

–

0.144

321.674

321.227

–

–

0.134

321.604

321.176

–

–

0.160

321.586

321.334

321.076

Seeding

1.84E−07

6.61E−05

3.84E−04
2.400

0.160

620.107

619.537

619.799

1.432

0.160

620.107

619.537

619.799

0.006

0.160

620.107

619.799

619.537

F

105SCs

1.64E−07

9.28E−14
0.729

0.244

620.598

619.708

620.101

0.890

0.263

620.380

619.514

619.880

1.00E+00
1.313

0.234

619.833

618.967

619.426

Porting

620.119

620.275

–

–

0.226

620.652

619.839

–

–

0.268

620.464

619.644

–

–

0.324

620.373

619.801
619.287

Seeding

Table 5  Mean, min, max and standard deviation (Sd) achieved by G3P with F or starting with the small grammar and introducing the full one at various generations (i.e.,
1, 5, 10, 20, 30 and 50) with both population porting and seeding strategies on the different instances (i.e., 21, 63 and 105 SCs). We also include the p value significance
test (Mann–Whitney U test with Bonferroni adjustment) and Effect Size between the population porting and seeding strategies in each scenario. In bold are best results
between F, seeding and population porting, in addition to significant p values and positive medium/large effect sizes (i.e., larger than 0.5) between seeding and the other
strategies
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S50F

S30F

Mean

S20F

1.02E−03

− 0.852

Effect size

p value

233.040

0.051

Max

Sd

232.726

2.83E−12

2.011

0.079

232.845

232.598

3.023

232.957

232.880

Mean

232.912

0.068

6.99E−17

Min

232.793

232.685

4.53E−02

0.548

Effect size

p value

233.040

0.051

Max

Sd

232.957

232.880

Mean

Min

7.59E−02

0.532

1.00E+00

0.146

p value

Effect size

233.037

0.067

233.040

0.051

Max

232.987

1.35E−10

2.12E−17

321.467

–
–

3.56E−14

− 0.243

0.075

321.206

233.080

0.088

232.751

321.334

0.873

0.075

321.467

321.206

321.334

1.100

0.075

321.467

321.206

232.895

–

–

0.058

233.086

232.884

–

–

0.093

233.107

232.824

321.334

232.811

232.925

232.968

232.957

232.880

F

Seeding

F

Porting

63SCs

21SCs

Sd

Min

Function

Grammar

Table 5  (continued)

3.10E−05

1.77E−03

4.09E−01
2.157

0.120

321.165

320.719

320.984

2.890

0.124

321.208

320.799

321.051

1.823

0.121

321.445

321.029

321.216

Porting

321.431

321.644

–

–

0.168

321.051

321.302

–

–

0.136

321.658

321.216

–

–

0.147

321.695

321.463

321.210

Seeding

4.51E−13

1.20E−15

5.40E−16
0.551

0.160

620.107

619.537

619.799

1.561

0.160

620.107

619.537

619.799

1.768

0.160

620.107

619.537

619.799

F

105SCs

3.76E−10

2.55E−09

2.82E−01
2.413

0.367

619.522

617.882

619.047

2.568

0.253

619.889

619.009

619.473

2.218

0.214

620.040

619.246

619.650

Porting

620.143

619.963

–

–

0.384

620.598

619.337

–

–

0.263

620.867

619.690

–

–

0.268

620.560

620.194
619.645

Seeding
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out of 18 cases) and large (13 out of 18 cases). It also shows that the seeding strategy achieves better min and max results than the population porting one in all scenarios. Regarding the standard deviation, we see that both strategies have similar
standard deviation values despite being slightly larger for the seeding in 13 out of 18
scenarios.
Table 5 confirms that G3P with the seeding strategy using S10F achieves statistically better mean results with large Effect Sizes over F and the other grammar configurations in all instances. It also shows that S10F achieves better min results than
F in all instances. However, S10F with seeding only achieves best max results on
instance 21 SCs, whereas this position is taken by S20F and S30F with seeding on
63 and 105 SCs respectively. As the problem complexity increases (more SCs in the
instance) it seems better to delay the introduction phase to achieve the best max performance (S10F, S20F and S30F achieve best max results on 21, 63 and 105 SCs).
Table 5 also shows that in addition to S10F with seeding being statistically better
than F, three other grammars with seeding are better than F, i.e., S5F, S20F and
S30F despite not achieving the best overall results. Having four grammar configurations outperforming the use of a single full grammar is another indicator that the
seeding strategy is a better alternative to the population porting one. Additionally,
using the grammar configuration F does not outperform clearly the two remaining
grammar configurations with seeding (i.e., S1F and S50F). F does not achieve statistically better results than S1F with seeding on any of the instances. Furthermore,
it is also statistically worse than S50F with seeding on the instance 105 SCs, with a
medium Effect Size.

8 Conclusion
While the grammar-guided genetic programming approach has recently proven its
capability to evolve efficient transmission schedulers in heterogeneous networks,
some works have shown that there is still room for improvement.
We confirmed in this work that using a multi-level grammar approach allows
improving the quality of the schedules obtained by the G3P algorithm. Our proposed approach consists of starting the optimisation with a short and more compact
grammar containing only the most important terminals in order to direct the search
towards ‘ideal’ individuals. Then, to introduce a full grammar during the evolution
to probe a larger part of the search space and improve the performance. However,
despite the improvement, we have shown that multi-level grammar approach is sensitive to the phase at which grammars are introduced.
After studying the way the fitness of individuals evolves from a generation to
another, we have identified that the lack of diversity and the delayed introduction
of new terminals, combined with the late update of the grammar are the major factors for this sensitivity. Therefore, we proposed to substitute the original population
porting strategy with a new one (i.e., the seeding strategy). The population porting strategy consists of taking all individuals from the last population that resulted
from the evolution using the small grammar and using them as the initial population
for the evolution with the larger grammar. Whereas in the seeding strategy, we only
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take the best individual as a seed to a new randomly generated population using the
new grammar. Moving to the seeding strategy alleviated the shortcomings of the
population porting strategy and mitigated the sensitivity of the multi-level grammar
approach to the introduction phase of the larger grammar. In addition to mitigating this sensitivity, using the seeding strategy outperforms the use of the population
porting in all the studied scenarios and thus improves the performance of the multilevel grammar G3P over a regular G3P algorithm.
Our ultimate goal is to create a reactive multi-level approach that is agnostic of
the problem domain. To achieve this, we endeavour to answer many questions in
our future work: (1) How to automatically design the restricted grammars? (2) How
many grammars to use per level? (3) When to introduce the grammars? and (4) How
many individuals to seed from a grammar to another?
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